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Williams turbojet 505d

hIGhLIGhtS 
l  extremely shallow draught
l  No outboard to wound mothership
l  Swimmer safety (no props/rudders)
l  No sterngear to damage

Superyacht crews don’t like carrying 
petrol, because it can go bang and they 
have tons of diesel onboard anyway. of 
course, having an economical 
low-revving diesel will suit anybody 
who’s watching the pennies, not just 
the wealthy elite.

Williams have put enormous effort 
into keeping the 505’s occupants on 
board. again, that’s handy whatever 
the 505’s intended use, not just for 
those being ferried ashore in wobbly 
stilettos and smooth Gucci loafers. 
back aft, the least bouncy and most 

sensible place for a helmsman keeping 
a watch on the crew, the driver gets a 
snug, semi-bucket seat. behave like a 
complete loon, and throw the 505 into 
the 360° handbrake turns that 
waterjet-powered boats are capable of, 
and you’ll need to hang on to the wheel. 
but during sane driving, the comfy seat 
alone kept me very firmly planted.

Passengers get even more 
assistance. there are eight perfectly 
positioned tube-mounted straps, plus 
the considerable bonus of two pairs of 
heavy duty webbing belts to cling onto, 

sited just below the cushions at the 
midpoint of the two forward seats. one 
more handrail, and the 505 would be 
safer still. Stepping from the driver’s 
footwell into the passenger area – a 
common occurrence for a single-
handed driver – is too precarious. a 
sturdy dash-top handrail would make 
all the difference. When the time 
comes to step gracefully ashore, a tall 
vertical plug-in stainless tube provides 
the ideal grab handle. So as a big boat 
tender, it gets a great thumbs up.

only a PR person’s wildest 
hyperbole would ever describe the 
505’s hull as medium-vee. but 
although it’s quite flat aft, it does have 
a small pointy bit at the front. and this 
did allow me to hurtle through a 
modest Solent chop in relative 

Williams latest turbojet 505 is their 
biggest craft yet. the question is, what 
is it? Is it the small diesel-powered 
tender that the big boat market has 
been waiting for, one that eliminates 
the nuisance and potential hazard of 
carrying petrol onboard. or is it a small 
RIb? how about an alternative to a 
small sportsboat, but with all the 
myriad advantages and potential 
drawbacks that waterjet propulsion 
brings? and in this guise can it possibly 
hold its own against cheaper mass 
market boats?

First things first. Williams make 
performance tenders, and it’s still 
principally aquatic garages that the 
16ft 7in (5.05m) long turbojet is aimed 
at, only big ones. Key to this is the 
505’s 110hp yanmar diesel engine. 

the 505 is so beautifully built and exceptionally well 
detailed that it defends its elevated price very well
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Webbing belts provide 
invaluable handholds

at a GLaNCe
Length 16ft 7in (5.05m) beam 6ft 7in (2.00m) engines Single 110hp yanmar diesel 
Fuel Capacity 21 imp gal (95 litres) dry Weight 780kgs ex fuel Seating 7 adults + 1 
child top speed 32kn on test  (two-way run) 34kn max (Williams estimate) 
draught 14in (350mm) approx Price £41,125 inc UK vat 

comfort. I’m convinced that the 505’s 
visibly solid construction plays a big 
part here – sturdy creak-free boats 
always feel more comfortable to me. 
all alone, with two of the three deck 
lockers packed full of gear, I managed 
around 32 knots average over a long 
two-way run. that Solent chop had me 
airborne from time to time, sucking in 
air, so Williams’ 34-knot estimate 
seems about right for a lightly loaded 
boat in flat water.

So could this £41,125 turbojet 
conceivably tempt buyers of 
conventional RIbs or small 
sportsboats? In some cases, the 
answer will be yes. Low volume 
production means that most RIbs tend 
to be bonkers money for the amount of 
boat you get, but the 505 is so 
beautifully built and exceptionally well 
detailed that it defends its elevated 
price very well. It’s never going to 
provide deep-vee ride quality in rough 
conditions, but it was better than I’d 
been expecting. although the waterjet 
inevitably provides a far more elastic 

connection with the water than a 
deeply immersed propeller, the 505 
was surprisingly directionally stable, 
far removed from the epileptic-soap-
dish feel of some smaller waterjet 
tenders. the payback for this elasticity 
is the waterjet’s unrivalled no-propeller 
safety, extremely shallow explore-
anywhere draft, and no-mothership-
damage lack of undercarriage. 

Last but not least, and a big boon for 
superyacht skippers and normal 
drivers alike, was the 505’s impeccable 
low speed manners. For me, this was 
the biggest surprise of all. Naturally, 
more size equals more steadiness, but 
the grip the waterjet exerted on the 
water, along with the delicacy of the 
throttle (helped by a low engine 
tickover) gave a superb degree of 
close-quarters control. hats off to 
Williams then who, remarkably, 
designed and engineered the whole 
waterjet unit from scratch.
Contact Williams Performance tenders 
tel: +44 (0)1865 341 134 email: sales@
williamsjettenders.com

the 505 would 
benenfit from a 
handrail on console

bucket seat holds 
driver in place

boarding made 
immeasurably easier 

thanks to vertical pole

110hp yanmar gave 
32 knots on test

Cleats retract 
when unused

two sealed lockers: 
one under seat and 

one under bow

the 505 handled 
the Solent chop 
surprisingly well
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